
SPACEPOLE POINT OF SALE 

at a glance
The traditional static point of sale is, and will remain, a feature of the bricks and mortar store for years to 

come. Therefore, to ensure that the customer experience is a positive one, these customer engagement 

points must deliver fast and dependable operation, be accessible for all and provide an ergonomic, 

productive workstation for the operator.

Modular, upgradeable and ergonomic, SpacePole Essentials 

are designed to last. They are also easy to upgrade should 

the hardware change. Our VESA mounts mean that should a 

screen be swapped, there is no need to change the Space-

Pole mounting solution itself. 

Likewise, technology may be added to an existing point of 

sale. This again is easy to adapt to the existing configuration. 

Our new Height Adjustable VESA Screen Mount provides 

a very simple solution to a well known ergonomic issue for 

operators, everywhere.

SPACEPOLE ESSENTIALS®

Our SpacePole Essentials range of technology mounting  

solutions create space-saving and ergonomic work stations 

that improve operator productivity. 

The Essentials range was created to work with existing hard-

ware and furniture and offers robust ergonomically designed 

mounting solutions. With over 7 million installations world-

wide, our signature product range is the mounting solution  

of choice for today’s leading retail organisations. 

ESSENTIALS OPTIONS
Screen mount

Screen top mount

Back-to-back

Swingarm

Height adjustable  

Elbow arm

Wall mount - angled

Wall mount - straight

Floor mount
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SPACEPOLE A-FRAME™

Secure, good looking and so simple to set up, A-Frame  

delivers a sleek point of sale. For designer outlets, fashion  

and speciality goods, this is the number one choice. Desk, 

floor, or wall mounted, A-Frame is also perfect for a wide 

range of assisted or stand-alone applications and is already  

in use across the globe for TabletPOS and customer sign-in. 

Kensington push-lock provides security and a key  

management service is available.

SPACEPOLE TABLET-BASED POS 

at a glance
Cloud based point of sale solutions have revolutionised the retail space. They answer the need for  

high functionality software based upon consumer grade tablets. Ensuring that these solutions  

deliver day in day out is key. Cool in design and with an ease of use second to none, when matched  

to our X-Frame, A-Frame or TabPrint products, TabletPOS delivers. 

APPLICATIONS
   In-store pop-up

Front of house 
Speciality retail
Event merchandising
Fast food restaurants
Product look up

SPACEPOLE C-FRAME™

This popular enclosure works well for desk mounted  

applications and is equally at home when at the heart of  

a TabletPOS solution with cash drawer wrap.

SPACEPOLE TABPRINT™

TabPrint is a stylish mount for incorporating a printer and  

tablet enclosure in a compact solution with a small footprint 

and great cable management. TabPrint is designed to be used in 

combination with our A-Frame and X-Frame tablet enclosures. 
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